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What is the Winton programme 
trying to do?

Improve the public handling of quantitative 
aspects of risk and uncertainty, through

• Educational lectures, workshops 

• The ‘Risk Roadshow’

• Website

• Engagement with media

• Working with people who want to 
communicate risk

• Inter-disciplinary research





www.understandingunceratinty.org



Classify into uncertainty about :  

1. Specific future events

2. Quantities in a model 

3. The structure of the ‘best’ model

4. Inadequacies of our ‘best’ model



Classify into uncertainty about :  

1. Specific future events

Let’s start with a nice, ‘known-risk’
situation!



“6/49” lottery





Some statistics…



Lottery

Lottery animation: www.understandinguncertainty.org/node/39



Counts in 
Canada 649, 
1982-2009



Counts (in 
the UK!) 
obey the 
rules of 
probability



Lottery animation: www.understandinguncertainty.org/node/39



As expected, 
a geometric 
distribution 
of gaps

But is a 
maximum 
gap length 
of 79 

surprising?



Simulate 
100 full 
lottery 
histories

79 is 
almost 

exactly the 
expected 
maximum 
gap



Classify into uncertainty about:  

1. Specific future events

2. Quantities in a model 

• Missing data

• Fixed or random effects

• Parameters (including systematic 
biases)



Another classification of ‘uncertainty’



Internal biases

Selection bias
(eg. lack of randomisation)

Performance bias
(eg. lack of blinding)

Attrition bias
(e.g. loss to follow-up)

Detection bias
(eg. differences in outcome)

Other bias suspected
(eg. inconsistent results)

External biases

Population bias
(eg. differences in participants)

Control bias
(eg. different control strategies)

Intervention bias
(eg. differences in dose / 
timing)

Outcome bias
(eg. different outcome 
definitions)

Using judgement to adjust for internal and external 
biases when doing meta-analysis for technology 

appraisals (Turner et al, JRSSA, 2009)



Elicitation of ranges for internal biases

Question:   Even if there were no intervention effect in this study, 
what apparent effect (ignoring sampling variation) might be 
induced by this bias?

Risk lower in intervention group 

(or higher in control group)

♦ Each assessor considers the question for each bias

♦ Begins by making an informal judgement of the severity of the 
bias in each direction, as Low / Medium / High

♦ Next marks a 67% range on the (symmetric) relative risk scale

Risk lower in control group 

(or higher in intervention group)



Adjusting for additive and proportional biases in all 8 studies:
odds ratios, 95% CIs and ‘effective number of events’
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Odds ratio
 



• How much of the 
English Premier 
football league is 
due to chance?

• 22%



Football animation: www.understandinguncertainty.org/node/228



League 
with one 
match left 
to play 
(last 

Saturday)

• Intervals based 
on standard 
errors derived 
from sample 
variance of 
points for each 
team, stratified 
by home/away



Avoiding 
95% 

intervals



Simulate 
‘true’ mean 
point score 
and rank

Only 56% 
chance that 
Man U 
really the 
‘best’ team





Hull City vs Manchester United: expected goals

Hull:     = home-average x attack strength x 
defence weakness of opposition

=1.06 x 0.85 x 0.52 = 0.60  

Man U:   = 1.36 x 1.46 x 1.37 = 2.12

Predicting results using simple 
independent Poisson model

Assume independent Poisson distributions to 
give probability of any result

Add to give win/draw/lose probabilities



Actual model used is Bivariate Poisson, allowing 
correlations (R function lm.bp)

Found to best fit European league results

Many more sophisticated models used





Two types of uncertainty

Aleatory

– chance, unpredictable

Epistemic

- lack of knowledge



‘Personalist’ approach to risk 

and uncertainty

• ‘Probability does not exist’ (objectively)
• Constructed based on current      

knowledge

• Is always contingent

• Assessed, not measured

• Best thought of as betting odds

• Allowed to use probability for epistemic

uncertainty

• Calibrate by thinking of ‘chance’ situation   

that would be equally preferable to bet on





Classify into uncertainty about :  

1. Specific future events

2. Quantities in a model 

3. The structure of the ‘best’ model

• Which model selection criterion: AIC, BIC, 
DIC etc etc?

• Can we put weights on models?

• Does it make sense to talk of probabilities 
of models?



Bayes factors

• Seems ‘correct’ thing to do

• Consistent – asymptotically finds ‘true’ model

• Can convert into model probabilities (if assume 
‘closed’ world)

• Becoming popular in cosmology, psychology etc

BUT

• Very dependent on priors within models

• Do we believe there is a true model to find?



An alternative perspective

• Acknowledge that all models are wrong

• Admit interest is in predictions

• Led to Akaike-like procedures

Deviance Information Criterion:



Model choice in hierarchical models



Criterion depends on prediction 
problem of interest



IPCC projections



Classify into uncertainty about :  

1. Specific future events

2. Quantities in a model 

3. The structure of the ‘best’ model

4. Inadequacies of our ‘best’ model

• Recognised inadequacies

• Unrecognised inadequacies



‘Deep’ uncertainty

• Can we make any quantitative 
analysis of such uncertainties?

• Do we just have to admit ‘we don’t 
know’?

• Then make decisions that are 
resilient to mistakes

• ‘Precautionary principle’



Frank Knight (1885-1972)

Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit (1921)

• The essential fact is that 'risk' means in some 
cases a quantity susceptible of measurement, 
while at other times it is something distinctly not 
of this character; and there are far-reaching and 
crucial differences in the bearings of the 
phenomena depending on which of the two is 
really present and operating.... 

• It will appear that a measurable uncertainty, or 
'risk' proper, as we shall use the term, is so far 
different from an unmeasurable one that it is not 
in effect an uncertainty at all 



“But there are also 
unknown unknowns. 
There are things we do 
not know we don’t 
know”

Memorable quote #325



“Cromwell’s Law”



Structure of Goldstein+Rougier

‘best’ model

achievable (3)

‘best’ 
parameters (2)

actual 
climate

‘best’ 

predictions

measured
climate

discrepancy between 

‘best’ model and reality (4)

measurement

error (1)



UK Climate Impact Programme

approach to uncertainty:

Producing pdfs for future climate, and 
attempting to classify uncertainty into

• Inevitable – chaotic models

• Parameter

• Structural 

• (a) Known inadequacies due to scaling etc

(b) Unknown inadequacies (use model    

disagreement as proxy)



UK Climate 
Impact 

Programme 
website 

*
explicitly 

acknowledges 
role of 
judgment



Statistics: 

9/10 win/draw/lose, 2 exact scores

BBC expert Mark Lawrenson: 

7/10 win/draw/lose, 1 exact



Vague ‘conclusions’

• Statisticians tend to have (or at least are 
taught) a rather narrow view of 
uncertainty  

• There are many communities out there 
with opinions about risk and uncertainty, 
and they are not all stupid

• Different groups approach the hierarchy of 
uncertainty from opposite ends

• But robust use of quantitative methods, 
with due humility, is of huge value



Structural uncertainty


